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Abstract
Disruption caused by locked modes (LMs) is one of the most critical issues to be solved for
tokamak fusion reactors. This paper aimed to understand the plasma response to external
rotating resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs), which are applied at a few kilohertz for
controlling the pre-existing LMs. In the J-TEXT tokamak, the plasma response to a rotating
RMP showed a feature of travelling wave, if no tearing mode (TM) existed. With a LM, the
application of a rotating RMP led to unique features of plasma responses, which could be
roughly described by the formula δbθ(θ, t) = 2Asin(mθ - mθO)cos(2πfRRMPt), where δbθ, A, m,
θO and fRRMP are the perturbed poloidal magnetic field, the amplitude, the poloidal mode
number, the poloidal location of the TM’s O-point and the frequency of the rotating RMP.
These features are analogous to that of a standing wave in the TM rest frame, with the nodes
locating at the O-/X- points. The perturbations of electron temperature, Te, due to plasma
responses were zero or minimal inside the magnetic island or outside the magnetic island but
at the same poloidal positions as the O-/X- points. Both δbθ and the Te perturbations increased
linearly with the rotating RMP. A phenomenological model is proposed that the rotating RMP
drives the phase oscillation of the TM by applying a periodical electromagnetic torque. Then
the phase oscillation of TM, combined with the poloidal gradient of the plasma parameters,
induces the plasma response measured experimentally. The nonlinear numerically modelling
confirmed the forced phase oscillation of the TM, and qualitatively verified the amplitude and
phase dependences among the plasma response, the phase oscillation of the TM and the
rotating RMP, which have been predicted by the model.
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1. Introduction
The externally applied magnetic perturbation (MP) fields have been widely applied in tokamak
plasmas to control the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities [1, 2], such as tearing mode (TM)
[3 -7], resistive wall mode (RWM) [8, 9] and edge-localized modes (ELMs) [10, 11]. When the MP
field has the same helicity as the magnetic field line of a rational surface within the last closed flux
surface, the MP field and the surface are named as the resonant MP (RMP) field and the resonant
surface (RS), respectively. Due to the plasma flow at the RS, the plasma response could screen the
RMP field from penetrating into the region inside the RS [12-15]. In addition, the plasma also
responds to the non-resonant component of MP fields, modifies the poloidal spectrum of the total MP
field [16, 17] and results in the dependence of MHD control on the poloidal spectrum [18-20] of
external MP fields. Hence, understanding the plasma response to the MP field is essential for the
robust control of these instabilities, especially with the presence of a MHD mode. With a pre-existing
external kink mode, the plasma response driven by the external MP field was observed to be
independent to the external kink mode in HBT-EP [21]. The RWM could be unlocked from the
resistive wall by the feedback applied MP field in the RFX-Mod device [22, 23], a reversed field
pinch. With the presence of a TM at the RS, the TM reacts to the RMP field and hence contributes to
additional plasma response. Experimental and theoretical studies demonstrate that the TM could be
either locked [4-6, 24-26] or suppressed [4-6, 27, 28] by the RMP field.
The locked mode (LM) is a non-rotating tearing mode, formed due to the locking [4-6] of a
rotating magnetic island or the penetration [12] of the error field / RMP field. A LM usually grows to
a large amplitude, and leads to severe confinement degradation or even to disruptions [4]. The major
disruption due to LM is an important issue for ITER, since the locking threshold of a neoclassical
TM [29, 30] and the penetration threshold at the low density start-up phase [31] are low for the error
field on ITER. The RMP field applies an electromagnetic (EM) torque [5] on the LM, and has been
widely applied to control or avoid the LM both experimentally [32 -37] and theoretically [36-38].
The RMP has been investigated to steer the LM’s O-point to the deposition region of electron
cyclotron current drive (ECCD), as a result the LM is completely suppressed as predicted by
modelling [29] and realized in DIII-D experiments [32, 33]. In DIII-D, the avoidance of NTM
locking and its associated disruption by applying RMPs regulated by a feedback system has been
explored [37], and the LM was unlocked and entrained up to 125 Hz [36]. These DIII-D studies focus
on the strategy for feedback control and the torque balance with applying static or low frequency (<

200 Hz) rotating RMP (RRMP) field, and have not described the evolutions of the plasma parameters
around the magnetic island.
By applying a RMP field rotating at a few kilohertz, the LM has been unlocked and accelerated
to the RRMP frequency, fRRMP, in TEXTOR [34] and J-TEXT [35]. In TEXTOR, the secondary
structures were observed from the soft x-ray (SXR) and electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
measurements around the large locked m/n = 2/1 TM , where m and n are the poloidal and toroidal
mode number, respectively. In J-TEXT, the unlocking threshold of RRMP has been studied as a
function of fRRMP and the unlocking process has been modelled nonlinearly based on reduced MHD
equations. The detailed plasma responses during the LM stage are important for understanding the
unlocking process and predicting its threshold, but they are not fully understood.
Motivated by these results, we carried out a systematic study on the plasma response to a RRMP
field in the presence of a LM in J-TEXT both experimentally and numerically. In the experiments,
the plasma responses, measured by the perturbations of poloidal magnetic field and electron
temperature, showed a standing wave like feature in the TM rest frame and the response was minimal
poloidally at the O-/X- points of the island. These features could be described by a phenomenological
model that the RRMP drives the phase oscillation of the TM by applying a periodical EM torque and
that the phase oscillation of TM, combined with the poloidal gradient of plasma parameters, induces
the plasma response measured experimentally. The nonlinear numerical modeling based on reduced
MHD equations reproduces the experimental results and the model predictions qualitatively, hence
provides a further validation of the present theory. The sections of this paper are organized as follows.
Section II describes the RMP systems and the diagnostics in J-TEXT. Section III shows the
experimental results of the plasma response with and without a locked mode. A phenomenological
model is proposed in Section IV, while the non-linear numerical results are introduced in Section V.
Finally, Section VI gives conclusions and discussions.

2. Experimental set-up
The plasma in the J-TEXT tokamak has a circular cross-section with major radius R = 105 cm and
minor radius a = 25 - 29 cm adjusted by a movable limiter [39]. In this paper, the plasmas were
operated with a = 26 cm, the toroidal field Bt = 1.58 T, the plasma current Ip = 160 kA, and the edge
safety factor qa = 3.15. A set of out-vessel RMP coils [40] was used to apply a 2/1 static RMP (SRMP)
field to lock the rotating 2/1 TM, while the RRMP fields were also applied to study the plasma

response to RMP field by feeding AC currents into the in-vessel RMP coils [40, 41], also named the
dynamic-RMP (DRMP) or RRMP coils. In the J-TEXT Ohmic plasmas, the 2/1 tearing modes are
observed to rotate only in the electron diamagnetic drift direction. This corresponds to the counter-Ip
direction if mapped to the toroidal direction. Hence, the counter-Ip direction is defined as the positive
direction for both 2/1 TM and the RRMP field.
The RRMP coils consist of 12 saddle coils (3 rows × 4 columns × 1 turn), as shown in Fig. 1. Two
power supplies [42] were used to feed AC currents with the waveform of Ic = I×sin(2πfACt + δi) into
the RRMP coils, where I the amplitude with a maximum of 6 kA, fAC the frequency within the range
of 1 ~ 6 kHz, and δi the phase as listed and marked by the different colors in Fig. 1. δi of 4 RRMP
coils in each row were selected to increase (respectively decrease) by 90o successively from left to
right, hence a RMP field with toroidal mode number n = 1 and rigidly rotating in the counter-Ip (co-Ip
respectively) direction was generated at the frequency of fRRMP = fAC. δi of the 3 RRMP coils in each
column were selected to increase by 180o successively from top to bottom to guarantee that the n = 1
RMP field had a dominant poloidal mode number of m = 2.
A coordinate ξ is defined by ξ = mθ + nφ as indicated by the arrow in the lower left in Fig. 1,
where θ and φ are the poloidal and toroidal angles respectively. Using the large tokamak aspect ratio
approximation for simplification, the field line is straight in φ-θ panel and ξ is constant at a fixed
field line. The field lines at the q = 2/1 RS with two different ξ values are shown by the dashed and
solid gray lines in Fig. 1.
The distribution of the m/n = 2/1 RMP field can then be expressed as br2/1×cos(ξ + δ2/1) for the
SRMP, the RRMP and the error field, where br2/1 and δ2/1 represent the amplitude and phase of 2/1
RMP field. δ2/1 is constant and br2/1 = 0.55 Gauss/kA at r = a, for the SRMP applied in this paper [40].
The RRMP coils can induce eddy currents in the wall and the corresponding attenuation effect
saturates above 1 kHz. br2/1, calculated at r = a, is 0.45 ~ 0.55 Gauss/kA for the RRMP field in the
frequency range of 1 ~ 6 kHz [40, 43]. For the RRMP, δ2/1 = 2πfRRMPt + δ02/1, where δ02/1 is the phase
of RRMP at t = 0. The RRMP was applied in the counter-Ip direction, which corresponds to the
electron diamagnetic drift direction in this paper.
Three sets of diagnostics are used to measure the TM and the plasma responses to RRMP fields, as
shown in Fig. 1. Two pairs of locked mode detectors (LMDs) [44], measuring the radial magnetic
field, br, were installed at the low field side mid-plane (θLMD = 0o) and outside the stainless-steel
vacuum vessel with 16 mm thickness. Since the high frequency (> 500 Hz) component of br is

completely screened, only the static or quasi-static component of br from the plasma can be measured.
By fitting the br signals from LMDs against their toroidal locations using a sine function with n = 1,
the amplitude of n = 1 component of br, brn=1, and its phase at the peak, φn=1, could be measured.
When there is a large 2/1 LM, the LM is the main source of brn=1. Under the present helicity of the
field line, the O-point of the LM is located at ξO2/1 = ξn=1 + 90o = φn=1 + 90o.

Fig. 1 The toroidal arrangement of
the RRMP coils (thick lines), the
poloidal Mirnov array, the locked
mode detector and the ECE in
J-TEXT. The field lines at the q = 2
resonant surface are also plotted with
a straight field line assumption. The
phases of AC currents in RRMP coils
are marked for the top row and
indicated by the color for the rest. A
coordinate is defined by ξ = mθ + nφ,
where m = 2 and n = 1 is used.

A poloidal Mirnov array, located at φMir = 259o, measures dbθ/dt at the whole poloidal
cross-section. The high frequency component of the perturbed poloidal magnetic field, δbθ, due to the
rotating TM or the plasma responses to RRMP fields is obtained by integrating dbθ/dt numerically
and applying a high pass filter. Besides, an 8-channel heterodyne electron cyclotron emission (ECE)
radiometer [45] was used to measure the ECE radiation. With relative calibration, it provides the
radial distribution of electron temperature (Te) covering the 2/1 RS at the in-board mid-plane (θECE =
180o) with the toroidal phase φECE = 90o. Te or Te perturbation are in arbitrary units for the data
shown in this paper.
The plasma responses to RRMP fields are then quantitatively reflected by the magnetic
perturbations and electron temperature perturbations measured at fRRMP and 2fRRMP, i.e. δbθ(fRRMP),
δbθ(2fRRMP) and δTe(fRRMP). The time evolutions of their amplitudes are obtained by fitting δbθ and Te

using the formula, a = aave + δa(f)×sin[2πft + ϕ(f)] + δa(2f)×sin[2π×2ft + ϕ(2f)], where a represents bθ
or Te and f equals fRRMP, for a sets of time durations of 2/fRRMP.

3. Experimental results
The applied RRMP field could be effectively shielded by the rotation of plasma at the RS [12].
The degree of the screening effect is mainly affected by the slip frequency between the MHD mode
and the RMP field, fs = fMHD - fRMP, and the resistivity at the resonant surface. We start in Section 3.1
by describing a simple experiment, where the RRMP field was applied to a plasma without large
saturated TMs and fs > 0, and show that the plasma response is travelling wave and due to the
screening effect at the resonant surface.
The plasma response to RRMP is more complicated if a quasi-static TM exists as described in
Section 3.2, and it is shown that the corresponding magnetic perturbation has a standing wave like
structure while the temperature perturbation is strongly related to the structure of the magnetic island.
The above features also exist if the TM is locked as shown in Section 3.3, and the amplitude of the
response depends linearly on the RRMP amplitude. The plasma response to RRMP is compared and
summarized for the cases with LMs and without TMs in Section 3.4.
3.1. Plasma response to RRMP in the tearing-stable plasma
Fig. 2 displays the discharge #1032189 as an example of the plasma response to a 4 kHz RRMP
without large saturated TMs. Before the application of RRMP, there existed small magnetic
oscillations (SMOs), which have been observed in the plasmas accompanying regular sawtooth
crashes in J-TEXT [46] and recently reported in EAST [47]. The SMOs appeared as the structures at
the frequency of 7 ~ 8 kHz in the wavelet power spectrum of the Mirnov signal as shown in Fig. 2(b).
And they had an amplitude of around 0.5 Gauss and a dominant mode number of m/n = 2/1 as shown
in Fig. 2(c) (also described previously in Ref. [46]). This indicates that the SMOs originated from the
q = 2/1 surface and that fMHD ≈ 8 kHz at the 2/1 RS. They might be small/micro tearing modes or
small kink modes, since their amplitudes are much smaller than those of typical large saturated TMs,
20 ~ 40 Gauss. A higher spatial resolution of the ECE measurement, e.g. the ECE-Imaging, is needed
in J-TEXT to identify whether the SMOs are tearing modes or not. Since the SMOs are quite small,
we refer to this status as tearing-stable for a comparison to the tearing-unstable status when a large
saturated TM exists.

Fig. 2 Plasma response to RRMP in a
tearing-stable discharge (#1032189): (a)
the RRMP coil currents, (b) the wavelet
power spectrum of Mirnov signal
measured at θ = 0o. The third row shows
δbθ as a function of time and poloidal
angle for (c) the SMO before the RRMP
was applied and (d) the plasma response
during the flattop of RRMP. δbθ was
obtained with a band-pass filter in the
frequency ranges of (c) 6.5 - 8.5 kHz and
(d) 3.5 - 4.5 kHz.

Once the RRMP was applied at 0.308 s (Fig. 2(a)), the distinct plasma responses at fRRMP = 4 kHz
could be observed (Fig. 2(b)). The evolution of the magnetic perturbations due to plasma response at
various poloidal locations is shown in detail by the contour of δbθ (within 3.5 – 4.5 kHz by using a
band-pass filter) in Fig. 2(d). The amplitude of the magnetic perturbations due to plasma response,
δbθ(fRRMP), was larger than that due to SMOs, but still smaller than 2.5 Gauss with maximal IRRMP.
The measured magnetic perturbations could be observed to propagate in the negative poloidal
direction by tracing the peak trajectory in Fig. 2(d) in time. It corresponds to the electron diamagnetic
drift direction, if it is mapped to the perpendicular direction of the field line (shown in Fig. 1). Hence
the measured plasma response propagated in the same direction as the RRMP field.
At each time slice in Fig. 2(d), there were three peaks and dips in the poloidal distribution of δbθ,
which indicates that there was a large m = 3 component of the plasma response. In addition, the
amplitudes of magnetic perturbations were not constant poloidally, and the poloidal phase velocity of
the peak of magnetic perturbations wasn’t constant, neither. These non-uniform features might be due
to the existence of an m = 2 component of the plasma response. According to the toroidal Mirnov
array, the toroidal mode number was n = 1. It is noted that δbθ(fRRMP), below 2.5 Gauss, was more than
one order smaller than that due to the excitation of a 2/1 or 3/1 island when the RRMP field

penetrated, as described previously in J-TEXT [48]. And no observable change of the toroidal
rotation of Carbon impurity (C4+) was observed after the RRMP applied. Hence in this paper, the
plasma response to RRMP in the tearing-stable plasma, which has a travelling wave feature, was not
due to the excitation of a rotating 3/1 or 2/1 island during the RRMP penetration, but was due to the
screening effect at q = 3/1 and 2/1 rational surface where the slip frequency fs was not 0.
3.2. Plasma response to RRMP with a quasi-static TM
The plasma response to RRMP with a quasi-static TM has been observed in discharge 1032071, as
shown in Fig. 3. In this discharge, the 2/1 TM, originally rotating at 3.2 kHz, was accelerated to 6
kHz at 0.26 s due to the application of a 6 kHz RRMP [24, 43]. Fig. 3 (c) displays the wavelet power
spectrum of Mirnov signal indicating the rotating TMs and the plasma response at fRRMP = 6 kHz.
Due to some reasons which remain to be investigated, the TM unlocked from the 6 kHz RRMP at 0.3
s. Then the TM slowed down as indicated by the decrease of fTM (Fig. 3 (c)) from 0.3 s to 0.312 s.
The Te perturbation due to the TM also had an increasing oscillation period (Fig. 3 (e)). After 0.312 s,
fTM decreased to around 30 Hz, estimated by the evolution of φn=1 (Fig. 3 (d)) which varied by 220o
between 0.312 s and 0.333 s. brn=1 (Fig. 3 (d)) also grew fast. Due to this slowly rotating TM, the Te
signals (Fig. 3 (e)) were also modulated at around 30 Hz. They measured the O-point of the TM at
0.312 s when the radial Te profile was flattened near the RS, and the X-point at 0.321 s when the
radial Te gradient was large. These observations indicate that the TM was locked towards the
wall/error field from 0.312 s. Hereafter, the TM with fTM < 0.1 kHz is referred to as a quasi-static TM
(QSM).
The evolution of the magnetic perturbation at fRRMP (referred to as “plasma response” in this paper)
can be clearly observed since 0.3 s from the power spectrum of Mirnov signal shown in Fig. 3 (c). It
is noted that the vacuum magnetic field measured by Mirnov probe directly from the RRMP coils is
more than one order smaller than the magnetic perturbations due to plasma response to RRMP. The
amplitude of the plasma response changed significantly during the QSM phase and the response,
measured by δbθ(fRRMP), even disappeared dramatically at around 0.312 s and around 0.326 s (Fig. 3
(b) and (c)). This is related to the QSM phase and will be described in detail in Fig. 5. As shown in
Fig. 3 (d), the Te perturbations, measured at fRRMP, also show the dependence of the plasma response
on the QSM phase. At RECE = 91.1 cm (radially inside the RS), the Te perturbation at fRRMP was quite
small at the O-point (0.312 s) and X-point (0.321 s) of the QSM, while it had a maximum between

O- and X- points. An expanded view of the gray dashed rectangle marked in Fig. 3 (e) is shown in
Fig. 4(a) for the 4 Te signals measuring near the magnetic island. The phases of the Te perturbations
at 6 kHz are opposite between channels measured inside and outside the radial location of 2/1 RS
(e.g. RECE = 89.3 cm versus 84.5 cm), as marked by the gray vertical-dashed lines at around 0.326s in
Fig. 4(a). At t1 (or t2), the Te measured at 87.6 cm (or 84.5 cm) decreased (or increased) to the same
value as that measured at 86 cm. This indicates that the ECE signals began to measure inside the
separatrix of the island since t1 at 87.6 cm and since t2 at 84.5 cm. Simultaneously, the Te
perturbations at 6 kHz disappeared.

Fig. 3 The plasma response to a RMP
rotating at 6 kHz with a quasi-static TM
in J-TEXT discharge #1032071. From
top to bottom, (a) The RRMP coil
current, (b) the Mirnov coil signal
measured at θ = 0o, (c) the wavelet
power spectrum of Mirnov signal, (d)
the amplitude (blue, left vertical axis)
and phase (red, right vertical axis) of the
n = 1 radial field measured by the
LMDs, (e) Te measured at various radial
locations around 2/1 RS.

Also shown in Fig. 4(a) is Teave, the averaged Te calculated for a set of time windows with the
duration of 2/fRRMP ≈ 0.33 ms. The measured Te consists of 3 components, i.e. the equilibrium
component with m/n = 0/0, Te0/0, the 2/1 component varied at ~30 Hz due to the 2/1 TM, Te2/1, and
the high frequency component due to the plasma response, δTe(fRRMP). For this current case with a
QSM, the time resolution of Teave, 0.33 ms, is high enough to describe Te2/1, hence Teave = Te0/0 + Te2/1.
The evolution of Teave versus time and radial location is shown in Fig. 4(b) by the contour lines. The
full contour lines with the values of 0.09 and 0.11 indicate the magnetic island region. The O-/Xpoints are marked in Fig. 4(b). δTe(fRRMP), calculated every 0.33 ms, is also shown in Fig. 4(b) by the

scatter plots. The color represents the ratio between δTe and <δTe>, the mean of Te during the whole
QSM stage, and the gray indicates a very small (<2%) plasma response. It is clearly shown that the
Te perturbations due to plasma response are approximately zero (gray solid circles) inside the
magnetic island or outside the magnetic island at θ = θO or θX in discharge #1032071, where θO and
θX are the poloidal positions of the O- and X- points respectively.

Fig. 4 The plasma response to RRMP
measured from electron temperature during
the QSM phase in discharge #1032071. (a)
The evolution of Te measured at 4 radial
locations
corresponding to the gray
dashed rectangle marked in Fig. 3 (e). The
averaged Te during every two periods of
the RRMP, Teave, are also shown by the
gray circles. (b) The dependence of plasma
response, δTe(fRRMP)/<Te>, and Teave on the
time and radial locations are shown by the
scatter plot and contour lines respectively.
<Te> is the mean of Te from 0.312 s to
0.332 s at each radial location.

Fig. 5 displays the time evolution of the magnetic perturbation due to plasma response during the
QSM phase. Each blue curve represents the magnetic perturbation, δbθ, measured at fRRMP by one
Mirnov probe and is centered at its poloidal location. The poloidal positions of the QSM O-points at
φMir are θO = (ξO2/1 - nφMir + kπ)/m = (φn=1 + 90o - φMir + kπ)/2 with k = 0, 2, while the poloidal
positions of the X-points, θX, equal to θO - π/m. The time evolution of θO and θX are shown by the red
and black lines respectively in Fig. 5(a). As seen from Fig. 5(a), there are always 4 poloidal locations
where the magnetic perturbations were almost zero, hereafter these locations are referred to as θmin.
θmin decreased in a similar manner as θO and θX, which reflect the rotation of the QSM. Especially,
θmin is approximately equal to θO or θX. The three expanded views (Fig. 5(b), (c) and (d)) show more
clearly that the magnetic perturbations at fRRMP measured around the O-/X- points of the QSM were
quite small.
The magnetic perturbations, measured at θ ≠ θO and θX, are much larger. And their phases at
various poloidal locations are exactly the opposite (the same) for channels in the different sides (the
same side) of the O-/X- points. For example, the δbθ signals measured at θ ∊ [θX1, θO1] have the same

oscillation phase in Fig. 5(d), while they have the opposite phase with those δbθ signals measured at
θ ∊ [θO1, θX2]. These features were also observed from the toroidal Mirnov array with two minima
observed toroidally, hence the poloidal/toroidal mode numbers of the plasma response are m/n = 2/1.

Fig. 5 The time evolution of magnetic
perturbations measured at fRRMP = 6 kHz,
with each signal centered at its poloidal
position. (a) overview of the response,
(b) to (d) expanded views of (a) for
those durations marked by the dark
green lines at θ = - 60o in (a). The
poloidal locations of the QSM O-/Xpoints at φMir, calculated from φn=1 (Fig.
3 (d)), are marked by the red and black
lines in (a) and by red circles and black
crosses in (b) to (d).

The above features of magnetic perturbations could be roughly described by the formula δbθ(θ, t) =
2Asin(mθ - mθO)cos(2πfRRMPt), which is usually used to describe a standing wave. Hence these
features are referred to as “standing wave like” features in this paper, and the locations with minimal
magnetic perturbations are referred to as “nodes”. It is noted that the standing wave and nodes are
defined in the TM rest frame, since θO varies together with the rotation of TMs.
This kind of standing wave like plasma response, which strongly related to the structure of
magnetic island, has not been reported previously. It is important to understand the mechanism
behind it. This could not be due to the rotating TM induced by RRMP at q ≠ 2, since Te perturbations
are measured at around the separatrix of 2/1 TM and magnetic perturbations are measured with m/n =
2/1. The formation of an additional island due to RRMP at the 2/1 RS, as observed in TEXTOR [34],
might be an explanation. However, the formation of a secondary island needs a very large island size,
and it will be shown in the next sub-section that the plasma response described in this paper does not
need a very large island. In Section 4 and 5, it is shown that the RRMP can drive the phase oscillation
of the TM by applying a periodical electromagnetic torque and that the phase oscillation of the TM
can induce the plasma response described above. To compare with the modelling results, the
dependences of plasma response on plasma and RRMP parameters are investigated quantitatively in
Section 3.3.

3.3. Dependences of the plasma response to RRMP on the locked mode phase and the RRMP
amplitude
A set of dedicated experiments has been carried out to investigate the plasma response to RRMP
quantitatively, as listed in Table 1. The effect of the locked mode phase on the plasma response is
compared between case 1 and case 2. The phases of LMs, φn=1, were maintained at two different
values in case 1 and 2 by applying SRMP fields at two different phases, δSRMP2/1. The plasma
response to RRMP without large tearing mode was investigated in case 3, which has been briefly
described in Section 3.1 and will be compared to case 1 and 2 in the next section. The RRMP was
applied with fRRMP = 4 kHz. In each case, the dependence of plasma response on the RRMP
amplitude was carried out by scanning IRRMP from 0 to 5 kA.
Table 1. Table of dedicated cases for investigating the plasma response to RRMP
with a locked mode and without tearing mode.

Case
1
2
3

fRRMP
(kHz)
4
4
4

Static RMP
δSRMP2/1 ISRMP (kA)
290o
1.2
o
110
3.0
w/o
w/o

Locked mode
phase (φn=1)
25o ± 5o
145o ± 5o
w/o TM

Discharges
1032000+ {183, 187, 192, 193, 194, 200}
1032000+ {492, 493, 502, 503}
1032000+ {161, 163, 165, 166, 189}

Fig. 6 displays a direct comparison of two typical discharges from case 1 (#1032192, blue solid
lines) and case 2 (# 1032502, red dashes lines). The SRMP coils were fed with DC current to
generate a 2/1 SRMP field (Fig. 6(a)). With the ramp-up of the SRMP field, the rotating TM was
locked to a fixed position. Once the TM was locked, the SRMP field was reduced to a lower value
which was sufficient to maintain the locking of TM but wasn’t sufficient to cause disruption. The
phases of 2/1 SRMP, δSRMP2/1, were set to be 290o (#1032192, case 1) and 110o (#1032502, case 2)
respectively, so that the LMs were maintained at different toroidal positions (Fig. 6(c)). Due to the
intrinsic 2/1 error field (EF) at a phase of δEF2/1 ~ 317o [49], higher SRMP currents were needed for
case 2 to lock and maintain the 2/1 locked mode compared to case 1. As a result, the locked modes
were obtained at the amplitudes brn=1 ≈ 2.6 - 3 Gauss and brn=1 ≈ 3 - 3.5 Gauss and the phases φn=1 ≈
25o ± 5o and φn=1 ≈ 145o ± 5o for case 1 and case 2, respectively.
The RRMP fields were applied by feeding the RRMP coils with 4 kHz AC currents (envelopes
shown in Fig. 6(a)), after the phases and the amplitudes of locked modes reached their stationary
values. As soon as the RRMP field was applied, the plasma response at fRRMP can be observed from
the power spectrum of Mirnov signals (Fig. 6(e) and (f)). The effect of the LM phase on plasma

response already appeared as the bθ response of #1032502 was significantly smaller than that of
#1032192. Besides, after the application of the RRMP, the phase of brn=1 (Fig. 6(c)) decreased
slightly towards the initial TM rotation direction, i.e. φn=1 ≈ 5o and φn=1 ≈ 140o in #1032192 and
#1032502 respectively. Then the position of the 2/1 LM in #1032502 is shifted by ΔθLM = +67.5o
poloidally with respect to that of #1032192.

Fig. 6
Comparison of the plasma
response to RRMP for two discharges with
different locked mode positions. From top
to bottom, (a) the SRMP coil currents and
the envelope of RRMP coil currents, (b)
the amplitude and (c) the phase of the n = 1
radial field measured by the LMDs, (d)
Mirnov signals, dbθ/dt, measured at θ = 0o
and (e), (f) the wavelet power spectrum of
dbθ/dt for #1032192 (case 1, blue solid
lines) and #1032502 (case 2, red dashes
lines).

Fig. 7 shows the poloidal distributions of the magnetic perturbations due to plasma responses for
#1032192 and #1032502. The amplitudes of the magnetic perturbations are shown at fRRMP
[δbθ(fRRMP), Fig. 7 (a)] and 2fRRMP [δbθ(2fRRMP) normalized to δbθ(fRRMP) in Fig. 7 (c) and δbθ(2fRRMP)
in Fig. 7 (d)], which are calculated as described in the end of Section 2. The phases of the plasma
response at 4 kHz with respect to the phase of the AC current in one of the RRMP coil, Δϕ(fRRMP) =
ϕbθ(fRRMP) – δ4, are shown in Fig. 7 (b). Four clear peaks of δbθ(fRRMP) can be observed with each
peak covering ~ 90o poloidally from Fig. 7 (a). The corresponding Δϕ(fRRMP) kept the same for each
peak and showed 180o phase reversal between adjacent peaks.
Shifting the nodes of the magnetic perturbations in #1032192 by +67.5o poloidally, it will match
the location of the nodes in #1032502. Hence the relationship that the nodes of the response located

near the O-/X- points of the TM is verified again. Yet the phase difference [Δϕ(fRRMP), Fig. 7 (b)]
can’t match between these two discharges after the shifting of #1032192. This mismatch will be
discussed in section 6, and it will show that it doesn’t have to be conflicting to the conclusion that the
standing wave like structure have clear relationship to the structure of locked mode.

Fig. 7
The poloidal distribution of
magnetic perturbations due to plasma
response measured by the poloidal Mirnov
array during the flattop of the 4 kHz RRMP
in #1032192 (blue solid lines) and
#1032502 (red dashes lines). (a) The
amplitudes, δbθ(fRRMP), and (b) the phases,
Δϕ(fRRMP), at fRRMP = 4 kHz, (c) the ratio
between δbθ(2fRRMP), the amplitudes at
2fRRMP, and δbθ(fRRMP), (d) δbθ(2fRRMP). An
average during the flattop of the RRMP
was taken. The phases of the magnetic
perturbations were measured with respect
to the phase of the AC current in one of the
RRMP coil, i.e. δ4 as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 7(c) shows that there are peaks of δbθ(2fRRMP)/δbθ(fRRMP) near each node where δbθ(fRRMP) is
minimal, e.g. at θ = -90o in #1032502. It is noted that these peaks appeared not only due to δbθ(fRRMP)
approaching to zero but also because δbθ(2fRRMP) being very large at these locations, as shown in Fig.
7(d). Fig. 8 displays the time evolution of δbθ, obtained by integrating dbθ/dt numerically and
applying a high pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 1 kHz, for discharge #1032502. It is found
that the phases of the magnetic perturbations at 4 kHz are opposite between δbθ measured at θ = -75o
and -105o, e.g. at t = 0.12344 s. δbθ measured at θ = -90o showed a clear component at 2fRRMP with
two features: (i) all its peaks were corresponding to the peaks or the dips of δbθ at θ = -75o and -105o,
and (ii) all its dips were located somewhere in between. This feature, that δbθ(2fRRMP) appeared with
a strong amplitude at where δbθ(fRRMP) is minimal and Δϕ(fRRMP) reversed, is different from the
standing wave and is an important feature of the forced phase oscillation of the TM due to the RRMP.
We will explain this in Section 4 and 5.

Fig. 8 The time evolution of (a) IRRMP and (b)
to (d) the high frequency component of the
perturbed bθ, δbθ, measured by the poloidal
Mirnov array at θ = -75o, -90o and -105o in
discharge #1032502. The peaks and dips of δbθ
are marked by red and blue arrows
respectively.

Fig. 9 displays the dependence of the plasma response amplitude on the RRMP amplitude, which
is obtained by scanning IRRMP in the 3 cases shown in Table 1. The amplitudes of plasma responses
were measured by the maximum of δbθ(fRRMP) among the poloidal channels, max[δbθ(fRRMP)] shown
in Fig. 9(a), and δTe(fRRMP) shown in Fig. 9(b), respectively. It is found that the amplitude of
magnetic perturbation increased linearly with IRRMP and the response in case 1 was larger than that of
case 2.
Fig. 9(b) shows the electron temperature perturbation, δTe(fRRMP), measured by ECE signals at ξECE
= 90o. According to Table 1, the distances between the ECE measured location and the O-points of
the locked modes were ξECE - ξO2/1 = ξECE – (φn=1+90o) = -φn=1 ≈ -25o ± 5o for case 1 and -145o ± 5o
for case 2, respectively. This indicates that the ECE measured the plasma response near the O-point
and the X-point of the locked mode in case 1 and case 2. This is confirmed by the measured radial
profile of Teave which was flattened for more than 3 channels near 88 cm (the location of the 2/1 RS
at HFS) in #1032192 and was less flattened in #1032502. In case 2, δTe(fRRMP) increased linearly with
IRRMP at R = 91 cm (Fig. 9(b)) and R = 89.2 cm (not shown here), which were both outside the
separatrix of the LM at ξECE - ξX2/1≈ 35o ± 5o. In case 1, δTe(fRRMP) measured at R = 91 cm, which was
outside the separatrix of the LM at ξECE - ξO2/1 ≈ -25o ± 5o, showed a similar dependence as δTe(fRRMP)
at R = 91 cm of case 2. In case 1, δTe(fRRMP) measured inside the separatrix of the LM, i.e. at R = 89.2

cm, were quite small, although they also increased with IRRMP at a very small rate. Since |ξECE - ξX2/1|
and |ξECE - ξO2/1| were around 25o~35o in case 1 and 2, the Te perturbations due to the plasma
responses were large outside (respectively were almost zero inside) the separatrix of the island. This
is consistent with the results described in Fig. 4.

Fig. 9

The dependence of the plasma response amplitude on the RRMP amplitude (represented by the RRMP

current). (a) The amplitude of magnetic perturbation is represented by the maximum of δbθ(fRRMP) among the
poloidal channels, max[δbθ(fRRMP)], for case 1, 2 and 3. ki (i = 1, 2 and 3) is the mean of max[δbθ(fRRMP)]/IRRMP.
(b) Te perturbation, δTe(fRRMP), is shown for the ECE channels measured at R = 91.0 cm and 89.2 cm in case 1
and R = 91.0 cm in case 2.

3.4. Comparison and brief summary of the measured plasma response to RRMP with locked mode
and without tearing mode
It is important to find as many evidences as possible that can explain the standing wave like
feature of the plasma response to RRMP with a QSM/LM. These features are different from those of
the screening effects. But there should be screening effect at the 2/1 RS which also contributed to
part of the plasma response in case 1 and 2, because the slip frequency fs = -4 kHz due to the
presence of the locked 2/1 mode (fMHD = 0).
To estimate the amplitude of the screening effect in case 1 and 2, a set of tearing-stable discharges
(case 3 in Table 1) was carried out with similar |fs| and resistivity at the 2/1 RS as those of case 1 and
2. In case 3, fs was around 4 kHz at the 2/1 RS, by applying RRMP with fRRMP = 4 kHz to discharges
with 2/1 SMOs at fMHD ≈ 8 kHz. The resistivity at the 2/1 RS were also similar from case 1 to 3, by
keeping the constant Ip, Bt, and the similar electron density and Te. As a result, the degrees of the
screening could vary slightly between the cases with LM and the cases without TM, but their
amplitudes should be comparable. Fig. 9 (a) shows that the amplitude of plasma response in case 3
increased linearly with RRMP, but with much smaller amplitude compared to that of case 1 and 2. As
discussed in Section 3.1, the dominate plasma response in case 3 was from the 3/1 RS, while the
screening effect from the 2/1 RS only contributed a small component. Hence, the screening effect
from the 2/1 RS only contributed to a very small proportion of the measured plasma response in the

cases with a QSM/LM.
As mentioned previously, it will show by a phenomenological model in section 4 and by numerical
modeling in section 5 that the phase oscillation of LMs due to RRMP could induce the observed
standing wave like plasma response. For the convenience of the comparison, we briefly summarize
the features of the plasma response to RRMP for cases without TM and with LMs as follows.
The plasma response in a tearing-stable plasma showed a feature of travelling wave. Its dominant
poloidal mode number m equaled 3, indicating that it originated mainly from 3/1 RS.
After applying the RRMP field to the plasmas with a QSM/LM, the plasma responses to RRMP
were measured with the following features:
(1) The magnetic perturbations had a standing wave like structure in the TM rest frame, including:
a) Four and two nodes of the response can be observed poloidally and toroidally, respectively.
They were located around the O-/X- points of the 2/1 TM. The magnetic perturbation
measured near the node had a large δbθ(2fRRMP) component, while the δbθ(fRRMP) component
was almost zero.
b) The magnetic perturbation measured at two channels between two adjacent nodes were in
phase, but their phases were reversed between two channels on different side of a node.
(2) The Te perturbation were zero or minimal inside the locked island or outside the magnetic island
but at the same poloidal positions as the O-/X- points. The phases of the Te perturbation are
opposite between channels inside and outside the 2/1 RS.
(3) Both the Te and bθ perturbations increased linearly with the RRMP field.

4. Phenomenological model
The standing wave like feature of the plasma response with a locked TM is not due to the
screening effect at the RS, as discussed in section 3.4. In the presence of a locked TM, the effect of
the RRMP on the TM should be considered as well.
The applied 2/1 RMP has two effects [5, 6] on the 2/1 TM: (a) it modifies the stability of the TM
by adding an additional tearing stability index
2

∆' RMP =

2m  Wvac 
 cos(∆ξ ) ,

rs  W 

(1)

and (b) it applies an electromagnetic J×B torque on the mode, with the toroidal component in the
form of

TRMP ,Φ = −

4µnπ 2 R0

µ0

Ψvac Ψ sin (∆ξ ) ,

(2)

where rs is the radial coordinate of the RS and R0 the major radius. In equation (1) W is the full island
width and Wvac is the vacuum island width. They are proportional to the square root of the
reconnected flux |Ψ| and of |Ψvac|, respectively. |Ψvac| is the helical flux induced by RMP at q = m/n
surface in the absence of a plasma, i.e. vacuum, hence it is proportional to the RMP amplitude. Δξ is
the phase difference between the phase of TM, ξO or ξTM, and the phase of RMP, ξO, vac.
When the TM is locked to the wall, the EF or the externally applied SRMP, the phase difference
between the RRMP and the locked mode will be Δξ = ξTM – ξRRMP ≈ ξ0 - 2πfRRMPt. As a result, the
RRMP will apply a periodic torque on the LM at the frequency of fRRMP. This oscillating torque will
drive the phase of the LM to oscillate at fRRMP around its initial locking location. A simplified
phenomenological model is used to describe the forced phase oscillation of the LM and to investigate
the features of the corresponding plasma response.
In a cylinder coordinate, the perturbed non-axisymmetric poloidal magnetic field generated by the
LM can be described by

bθ2 1 = bO − po int × cos(ξ − ξO − po int ) .

(3)

When the RRMP is applied and leads to the forced phase oscillation of the LM around its original
locked position, the rotation velocity of the TM could be described by

ω(t ) = ω0 + ω1 cos(2πφRRMPt + φω1 ) + ω2 cos(2π × 2φRRMPt + φω 2 ) + ..., (4)
where ω0 is 0 for a locked mode. Then the phase evolution of the locked mode could be obtained by

ξO − po int ( t=
) ξ0 + ∫ ω ( t ) dt ,
t

0

(5)

where ξ0 is the location of O-point at t = 0. Considering that the island width could also be modified
by the applied RRMP, we describe the island width as

W (t ) = W0 + W1 cos(2πfRRMPt + ϕW 1 ) + ...,

(6)

With all these assumptions, the non-axisymmetric magnetic field generated by the island can be
described by

bθ(ξ ,t ) = k × W (t )2 × cos(ξ − ξO − po int(t )),

(7)

where k is the ratio of magnetic field generated by unit island width.
To further simplify the model, the variation of the island width is neglected, and all the harmonics

of ξTM which are higher than fRRMP are omitted. Hence only the effect of the forced phase oscillation
is considered and the corresponding plasma response is shown in the schematic diagram in Fig. 10.
The helical coordinate ξ and ξ’ are defined in the laboratory frame and in the island rest frame
respectively in Fig. 10. The coordinate transformation is given by ξ’ = ξ - ξTM, so that the island
phase, ξ’TM(t), is 0 in the island rest frame. Fig. 10(a) shows the perturbed flux surfaces illustrating
the island structure in the ξ’-r panel, while the corresponding perturbed poloidal magnetic field,
bθ2/1(ξ’), is shown in Fig. 10(b). Fig. 10(c) shows the time evolution of the location of island O-point
in the laboratory frame, ξTM. ξTM is set to be 0 in the beginning, and then forced to oscillate at fRRMP
from t = 0.5, i.e. ξTM(t >0.5) = δξTM×sin[2π(t - 0.5)], where δξTM is the oscillation amplitude of ξTM
with a value of 0.1. Three test probes are placed at ξProbe = -0.3, 0 and 0.15 to illustrate the measured
magnetic fields, bθProbe, due to the oscillation of ξTM. bθProbe measured in the laboratory frame is the
same as that measured in the TM rest frame, where ξ’TM(t) = 0 and the probe locations ξ’Probe(t) =
ξProbe - ξTM. So the probe locations ξ’Probe oscillate from 0.5 as shown in Fig. 10(d). As a result, bθProbe
also change as shown in Fig. 10(f).

Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the plasma response to the phase oscillation of locked tearing mode. (a) the
perturbed flux surfaces of locked TM in ξ’-r panel, where ξ’ is the helical coordinate in the TM rest frame; (b)
the distribution of the perturbed poloidal field by TM, bθ2/1(ξ’); (c) the evolution of TM phase, ξTM, in the
laboratory frame; (d) the locations of test probes in the TM rest frame, ξ’Probe; (f) the measured poloidal field
by the test probes shown in (d); (e) the total and (g) the high frequency component of the measured bθProbe

versus time and ξProbe.

When ξTM begins to increase at t = 0.5, ξ’Probe decrease for all the probes (Fig. 10(d)). And bθProbe
decreases at P1 and increases at P3 (Fig. 10(f)), since the perpendicular gradient of bθ (∂bθ/∂ξ’) is
positive (P1) and negative (P3) respectively. bθ2/1 is monotonous in the region where P1 or P3
measures, hence bθProbe has a dominant frequency at fRRMP. The phases of the measured bθ
perturbations are opposite if they are measured in different sides of the O- or X- points. When δξTM is
larger than the distance between the probe and the O- or the X- point of TM at t =0, i.e. δξTM > |ξ’probe
– ξ’o-point(0)| or δξTM > |ξ’probe – ξ’x-point(0)|, the probe measures both sides of the O-point or X-point of
the TM within one oscillation cycle. The change of the sign of ∂bθ/∂ξ’ will then contribute to
additional changes of bθProbe, and hence produces a large component of bθ at 2fRRMP, as illustrated by
P2 (green lines) in Fig. 10(d) and Fig. 10(f). The total and the high frequency part of bθProbe are shown
in Fig. 10(e) and Fig. 10(g). These features of bθProbe are in good agreement with those listed in
section 3.4 for the bθ perturbation due to plasma response in the experiments.
According to the above analysis, the high frequency plasma response due to the forced phase
oscillation of the TM originates mainly from the poloidal gradient of the perturbed non-axisymmetric
parameters by the TM.
This is also appropriate for the Te perturbation. The poloidal gradient of Te, ∂Te/∂ξ, is opposite in
both sides of the O- / X- point and has maxima (minima) in between (at) O- / X- points. Hence, the
response is maximal (minimal) in between (at) O- / X- point. Since the temperature within the
separatrix of island is rather flat in an Ohmic plasma which has no additional heat source inside the
island [50], the Te perturbations due to forced phase oscillation will disappear inside the separatrix of
the TM. The Te gradients, ∂Te/∂ξ, have different signs inside and outside of the RS, hence the phases
of the Te perturbations reverse correspondingly.
The poloidal maximum of δbθ(fRRMP) locates at the maximum of ∂bθ/∂ξ’, such as ξ’ = -0.25 and
0.25 in Fig. 10(b), and its amplitude is

δbθmax = bO − po int × sin(δxTM ).

(8)

When the applied RRMP field is very small, δξTM should also be very small, and hence δbθmax ≈
bO-point × δξTM. If

δξ TM ∝ I RRMP ,
then

(9)

δbθmax ∝ I RRMP ,

(10)

as shown experimentally in Fig. 9(a). To prove whether Eq. (9) is true or not, the equation of the
torque balance of the island has to be solved numerically. This won’t be conducted in this paper;
instead, Eq. (9) will be tested in Fig. 13 of section 5 by solving the reduced MHD equations using the
non-linear code TM1. Note that for a small δξTM, the amplitude of plasma response is

δA = −∂A / ∂ξ × δξTM ,

(11)

where A represents bθm/n or Tem/n. The minus indicates that the plasma response is out of phase with
the TM phase oscillation if ∂A/∂ξ > 0.
As described above, the forced phase oscillation of locked mode by RRMP can produce the plasma
response with all the experimentally observed features as summarized in section 3.4, qualitatively. A
further investigation of this effect will be carried out quantitatively by using a nonlinear numerical
code, as shown in section 5.

5. Numerical results
To understand the plasma response to RRMP with a locked TM as described experimentally in
section 3 and discussed phenomenologically in section 4, a nonlinear numerical modeling based on
reduced MHD equations has been carried out using the low-β and large aspect-ratio approximation.
The Ohm’s law and the equation of motion are the basic equations in the modeling. The effect of a
single helicity RMP with m/n = 2/1 is taken into account by the boundary condition ψ2/1(r = a) =
ψaaBtcos(mθ+nφ), where ψa describes the normalized m/n = 2/1 helical magnetic flux amplitude at r
= a. The radial magnetic field perturbation at r = a is given by bra = mψaBt. The single-fluid
equations are solved simultaneously using the initial value code TM1, which has been used for
modeling the nonlinear growth and saturation of neoclassical TMs [51], their stabilization by radio
frequency (RF) current [29], and the effect of RMP on resistive TM [6, 52]. The parameters are
calculated at φ = 0 in the modeling, hence the coordinate ξ = mθ. The phase of the TM is defined by
its phase at the O-point, i.e. ξTM = ξO-point. The phase of the RMP field, ξRMP, is defined by the phase
of the maximal ψ2/1, which also corresponds to the O-point phase of the vacuum island.
It should be mentioned that the diamagnetic drift has not been included in the modeling results
shown in this paper. For the low-β J-TEXT plasma with a large island, the effect of the diamagnetic
drifts is weak due to the pressure flattening across the island [53]. In addition, the interaction
between RMP and 2/1 TM modeled previously by using two fluid equations showed similar results to

that obtained by single fluid equations [54]. So it is approximate to interpret the plasma response to
RRMP with the presence of a large TM by using the single fluid model.
The input parameters for the numerical modeling are based on the J-TEXT experimental
parameters as presented in section 3. A monotonic profile for safety factor q is taken with the q = 2
surface located at 0.7a. The electron temperature is approximately 300 eV at the q = 2 surface and
the local electron density is approximately 1 × 1019 m-3. These parameters lead to magnetic Reynolds
number S = 8.6 × 106 and resistive time τR = 0.18 s. Plasma viscosity is assumed to be at the
anomalous transport level μ⊥ = 0.5 m2 s−1.
The initial frequency of the TM is set to be 4 kHz. The amplitude of the RRMP at its flattop is
scanned to investigate the dependence of the plasma response on the RRMP amplitude, while the
dependence of the plasma response on the phase of locked TM is obtained by locking the TM to a 50
Hz slowly rotating RMP instead of a static RMP. In the results shown in this section, the RMP
amplitude ψ2/1(r=a), WTM, bθ2/1 and Te are normalized to aBt, a, Bt and Te(r=0) respectively.
the application of slow RMPs (error field
and 50 Hz RMP) and 2 kHz RRMP,
modeled by TM1. (a) the error field, 50 Hz
RMP, 2 kHz RMP, represented by ψ2/1(r =
a)/(aBt). (b) the island width (WTM) and
phase (ξTM). (c) the phase difference
between TM and slow RMPs. (d) the
perturbed m/n = 2/1 poloidal magnetic
field, bθ2/1, calculated at r/a = 0.85 and θ =
0o, 45o, 90o. (e) the electron temperature, Te,
calculated at θ = 0o and r/a = 0.65, 0.7 and
0.75. WTM, bθ2/1 and Te are normalized to a,
Bt and Te(r=0) respectively.

Fig. 11

Overview of the evolution of plasma parameters during

Fig. 11 displays one example of the numerical results. A 50 Hz rotating RMP is applied from 0.036
s and ramped up to 3×10-6, while a static error field is applied at the amplitude of 2×10-6 from the
beginning, as shown in Fig. 11(a). The sum of the 50 Hz RMP and the error field is termed as the
“slow RMPs”. The TM is locked to the slow RMPs at around 0.075s as indicated by the evolution of

TM phase (ξTM) in Fig. 11(b). After the locking of TM, the island width increases (Fig. 11 (b)) and
the phase lag between TM and slow RMPs (Δξ = ξTM - ξslow RMPs) is around 3o ~ 15o (Fig. 11 (c)).
To probe the plasma response, a fast rotating RMP at the frequency of 2 kHz is applied with a
flattop of 1×10-6 when the 50 Hz locked TM reaches its steady state. Once the 2 kHz RRMP is
applied, ξTM is significantly modulated, which can be clearly observed from Δξ (Fig. 11 (c)). bθ2/1 is
also affected, while those Te signals obtained near 2/1 RS show similar features as the experimental
results described previously in Fig. 4.
An expanded view of the plasma responses is shown in Fig. 12 during the flattop of the 2 kHz
RRMP. Clear oscillations at 2 kHz could be observed from ξTM (Fig. 12(a)). The 2 kHz oscillation of
island width is quite small, so it is not shown here. The plasma response to RRMP at fRRMP = 2 kHz
could be also clearly observed from bθ2/1 (Fig. 12 (c)) and Te (Fig. 12 (e)). The 2 kHz perturbation of
bθ2/1(θ=0o) is always out of phase with that of bθ2/1(θ=90o), while the phase between bθ2/1(θ=0o) and
bθ2/1(θ=45o) can be either in phase (0.195 – 0.2 s) or out of phase (0.202 – 0.206 s). The phase
relations between different channels are consistent with the experimental observation, since the
channels at θ = 0o and 90o are always at different sides of the O-/X-point for an m = 2 TM and the
channels at θ = 0o and 45o are in the same (or different) side of the O-point of TM before (or after)
0.2 s. Besides, clear 2fRRMP component can be observed from bθ2/1 when it reaches its maximum or
minimum. The poloidal distribution of bθ2/1 (Fig. 12 (d)) shows that the location of maximal bθ2/1 is
oscillating around the averaged TM phase. The Te perturbation at 2 kHz is also reversed between the
channel inside (r/a = 0.65) and outside (r/a = 0.75) the 2/1 RS, and the amplitude of the Te
perturbation is minimal (maximinal) around O-/X- point (between O-/X- point) of TM. The phase of
Te response is in phase for channels at the same side of RS, as shown in Fig. 12 (f).

Fig. 12

Expanded view of the plasma

responses to 2 kHz RRMP during its
flattop. (a) the phase of TM (ξTM, red solid
line) and the phase of the slow RMPs
(ξSlowRMPs, black dashed line), (b) the phase
difference between TM and slow RMPs, (c)
bθ2/1 calculated at r/a = 0.85 and θ = 0o, 45o,
90o. (d) poloidal distribution of bθ2/1. (e) Te
calculated at θ = 0o and r/a = 0.65, 0.7 and
0.75. (f) the evolution of the radial
distribution of Te2/1.

The amplitude and phase of the ξTM oscillation, δξTM(fRRMP) and ϕTM(fRRMP), are defined by ξTM =
ξTMave + δξTM(fRRMP)×sin[2πfRRMPt + ϕTM(fRRMP)] for a sets of time durations of 2/fRRMP, where ξTMave the
averaged TM phase. The phase and amplitude of bθ2/1 and Te perturbations (δbθ2/1, ϕbθ, δTe and ϕTe)
are defined similarly, which has also been described in the end of Section 2.
The oscillation amplitude of ξTM, δξTM(fRRMP), is not constant during the flattop of RRMP, as
shown in Fig. 12 (b). Fig. 13 shows the dependence of δξTM(fRRMP) on ξTMave. The RRMP amplitude
is scanned and indicated by the color code. δξTM(fRRMP) reaches its maximum (respectively minimum)
when ξTMave is approximately equal to -15o (140o respectively). With the increase of RRMP amplitude,
δξTM also increases. The inserted panel in the upper right of Fig. 13 shows a linear dependence
between δξTM and the amplitude of RRMP, hence proving Eq. (9) numerically.

Fig. 13 The dependence of the oscillation
amplitude of TM phase, δξTM(fRRMP), on the
averaged TM phase, ξTMave, with the color
code indicating the amplitude of RRMP.
The inserted panel shows the dependence
of the maximum (red squares) and
minimum (blue triangles) of δξTM(fRRMP) at
each RRMP amplitude on the amplitude of
applied RRMP.

Fig. 14 The evolution of bθ2/1 perturbation due to
plasma response to 2 kHz RRMP with the 50 Hz
rotation of TM. The time evolution of poloidal
distribution of (a) amplitude and (b) relative phase
(with respect to ϕTM(fRRMP)) at fundamental
frequency and (c) the amplitude at 2fRRMP are
shown. The rotation of TM is marked by the circles
(O-points) and triangles (X-points) from (a) to (c).
The

time

evolution

of

the

maximal

bθ2/1

perturbation (max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)], blue squares) and
δξTM(fRRMP) (red circles) are also shown in (d).

Fig. 14 displays the time evolution of the amplitude and phase of bθ2/1 perturbations for the case
shown in Fig. 12. As shown in Fig. 14(a), the amplitudes of bθ2/1 perturbations at 2 kHz, δbθ2kHz, have
four peaks poloidally, while their minima locate at the O- and the X-points of the TM. The relative
phase between the TM phase oscillation and bθ2/1 perturbation, Δϕ2kHz = ϕbθ(fRRMP) - ϕTM(fRRMP), is
either around 0o or 180o, indicating that the bθ2/1 perturbation is in (out of) phase with the phase
oscillation of TM when ∂bθ2/1/∂ξ<0 (>0). The second harmonic of the bθ2/1 perturbation, δbθ4kHz, has
maxima at the O-/X-points of TM as shown in Fig. 14 (c). The poloidal maximum of bθ2/1
perturbations (max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)], blue squares) evolves in a similar way as that of δξTM(fRRMP) (red
circles), as shown in Fig. 14(d).
Since δξTM(fRRMP) has been observed at plenty of values in the modeling with the scan of RRMP

amplitude and the rotation of TM as shown in Fig. 13, a detailed relationship between
max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)] and δξTM(fRRMP) could be obtained as shown in Fig. 15. The relationship is in good
agreement with the sine function which is shown by the blue solid line. It has to be noted that the
amplitude of the sine function (i.e. 2.7) is selected to be the amplitude of total bθ2/1 which has been
shown in Fig. 12(c). Both the dependence and parameter of this relationship have already been
predicted by the phenomenological model as shown in Eq. (8) in Section 4.
The tangent line of the sine curve at the origin (black dashed line) can describe the relationship
between max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)] and δξTM(fRRMP) very well at small oscillation amplitude, e.g. when
δξTM(fRRMP) < 25o. Since δξTM(fRRMP) is linear to the amplitude of RRMP (Fig. 13), the amplitude of
magnetic perturbation, max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)], will be linear to the amplitude of RRMP. This is consistent
with the experimental observation shown in Fig. 9 (a).

Fig. 15 The dependence of the poloidal
maximum

of

bθ2/1

perturbation,

max[δbθ2/1(fRRMP)], on the oscillation of TM
phase, δξTM(fRRMP). The blue solid and
black dashed lines show a sine curve and a
linear line with the parameter 2.7 equaling
to the amplitude of total bθ2/1.

Fig. 16 displays the plasma response to RRMP, indicated by the Te perturbations, as a function of
the TM locations, ξTMave. The Te signals are calculated at ξTe = 0o and various radial locations. Each
point in Fig. 16(a, b, c, e) is calculated for a time duration of 2/fRRMP. With the rotation of TM at a
period of 20ms, ξTMave varies from 0o to 360o, and hence Te(ξ=0o) measures the O-point (or X-point)
when ξTMave = 0o (or 180o). In Fig. 16(a), the radial profile of Teave(r, ξ=0o) is flattened at the O-point
and with a large radial gradient at the X-point. At the O-/X-points, the poloidal Te gradient is zero as
shown in Fig. 16(d), since Te is minimal or maximal poloidally. Fig. 16(b) shows the relative phase
between the TM phase oscillation and Te perturbation at fRRMP, ΔϕTe2kHz = ϕTe(fRRMP) - ϕTM(fRRMP). It is
found that ΔϕTe2kHz = 0o for r = 0.6a, 0.65a if ξTMave ∊ [0o, 180o], and r = 0.75a, 0.8a if ξTMave ∊ [180o,

360o]. Hence the Te perturbations are in phase with the TM phase oscillations in these cases, where
the local poloidal gradient of Te, ∂Te/∂ξ|ξ=0, is negative (Fig. 16(d)). For r =0.75a, 0.8a with ξTMave ∊
[0o, 180o], or r = 0.6a, 0.65a with ξTMave ∊ [180o, 360o], ΔϕTe2kHz = 180o and ∂Te/∂ξ|ξ=0 > 0. These

observations are consistent with the sign of Eq. (11).

The amplitude of the Te perturbation, δTe(fRRMP), is shown in Fig. 16(c), and its sign is set to be
positive (respectively negative) when the response is in phase (out of phase respectively) with the
TM phase oscillation. The dependence of δTe(fRRMP) on ξTMave is similar to that of ∂Te/∂ξ|ξ=0. But
δTe(fRRMP) at ξTMave ~ 270o is much larger than that of ξTMave ~ 90o, while ∂Te/∂ξ|ξ=0 has the same
absolute value at these two TM locations. This can be explained by the relationship that δTe = -∂Te/∂ξ
× δξTM as described in Eq. (11) and the fact that δξTM(fRRMP) is larger at 270o than 90o as shown in Fig.
16(e). Fig. 17 confirms this explanation.
Fig. 16

The dependence of plasma

response measured by Te perturbation on
ξTMave for the case shown in Fig. 12. (a) the
averaged Te, Teave, (b) the phase difference
between Te perturbation and TM phase
oscillation,

ΔϕTe2kHz

=

ϕTe(fRRMP)

-

ϕTM(fRRMP), (c) the amplitude of Te
perturbation, δTe(fRRMP), (d) the poloidal
gradient of Te, ∂Te/∂ξ|ξ=0 (the vertical-axis
is

reversed

for

the

convenience

of

comparison), (e) the oscillation amplitude
of TM phase, δξTM. Each point in (a, b, c, e)
is calculated for a time duration of 2/fRRMP.
Te is obtained at ξ = 0o.

The detailed dependence of δTe on δξTM is shown in Fig. 17 (a) for ξTMave = 90o (blue open
symbols) and 270o (red filled symbols). The variation of δξTM is obtained by the scan of RRMP
amplitude. The gray lines show a linear dependence on δξTM with the slope of -∂Te/∂ξ at these five
radial locations. Since -∂Te/∂ξ has the same absolute value but different sign for ξTMave = 90o and 270o
and the y-axis direction for the 270o case is reversed, these gray lines can represent for both ξTMave =
90o and 270o. It is found that δTe(fRRMP) is linear to δξTM(fRRMP) and the ratio corresponds to -∂Te/∂ξ.
To identify whether it is true for any ξTMave, the ratios between the amplitudes of Te perturbation and

TM phase oscillation, δTe(fRRMP)/δξTM, are plotted as a function of ξTMave in Fig. 17(b) for δξTM
between 5o and 20o. It is found that δTe/δξTM = -∂Te/∂ξ for all ξTMave, as predicted precisely by Eq.
(11). In conclusion, the modelling results are consistent with the forced phase oscillation model that
the measured plasma response is mainly due to the poloidal gradient of the plasma parameters
combined with the phase oscillation of TM.

Fig. 17

(a) The dependence of δTe(fRRMP) on δξTM(fRRMP) for cases with fRRMP = 2 kHz. Blue open

(respectively red filled) symbols are obtained when ξTM = 90o (270o respectively). (b) The dependence of
δTe(fRRMP)/δξTM (open symbols) and -∂Te/∂ξ (gray lines) on the TM phase.

6. Summary and Discussion
6.1 Summary
We would like to summarize the main results of this paper as follows.
By using the rotating RMPs with a large 2/1 component, the plasma response to RRMP has been
studied systematically in the presence of a locked 2/1 TM in the J-TEXT tokamak both
experimentally and numerically. In the J-TEXT discharges without TMs, the plasma response to a
rotating RMP showed a feature of travelling wave. After applying the RRMP field to the plasmas
with a QSM/LM, the plasma responses to RRMP were measured with the following features:
(1) The magnetic perturbations had a standing wave like structure in the TM rest frame, including:
a) Four and two nodes of the response can be observed poloidally and toroidally, respectively.
They were located around the O-/X- points of the 2/1 TM. The magnetic perturbation

measured near the node had a large δbθ(2fRRMP) component, while the δbθ(fRRMP) component
was almost zero.
b) The magnetic perturbation measured at two channels between two adjacent nodes were in
phase, but their phases were reversed between two channels on different side of a node.
(2) The Te perturbation were zero or minimal inside the locked island or outside the magnetic island
but at the same poloidal positions as the O-/X- points. The phases of the Te perturbation are
opposite between channels inside and outside the 2/1 RS.
(3) Both the Te and bθ perturbations increased linearly with the RRMP field.
A phenomenological model is proposed, showing that the TM phase is forced to oscillate due to
the periodical EM torque applied by the RRMP. And the standing wave like features could be
explained to be due to the combination of the forced phase oscillation of the TM and the poloidal
gradient of those non-axisymmetric plasma parameters. The nonlinear numerical modeling results,
based on reduced MHD equations, produce all the experimentally observed features of plasma
response. The phase oscillation of the TM is observed, and the phase oscillation amplitude δξTM is
shown to increase linearly with the increase of RRMP at small or moderate RRMP amplitude. The bθ
and Te perturbations are shown to be proportional to the product of δξTM and the poloidal gradient of
bθ2/1 or Te, respectively. These relationships demonstrate those predictions or assumptions which are
made in the model of the forced phase oscillation of TM.
As a conclusion, the forced phase oscillation of the locked TM by RRMP has been observed
experimentally and confirmed by the model and the numerical results. In the presence of a locked
TM, the plasma response to RRMP is mainly due to the forced phase oscillation of TM and the
poloidal gradient of plasma parameters.
6.2 Discussion on the experimental results
There are still some experimental observations which need to be discussed, although the
qualitative agreements have been obtained between experiments and modelling.
The phase differences between the plasma response and the RRMP [Δϕ(fRRMP) = ϕbθ(fRRMP) – δ4,
Fig. 7(b)] can’t match between #1032192 and #1032502 after shifting the former one by ΔθLM =
+67.5o poloidally, where 67.5o is the poloidal separation of the locked TM between these two
discharges. In the modelling, the experimental δ4 can be represented by the phase of the real (or
imaginary) part of RRMP, ϕRe(fRRMP), hence Δϕ = ϕbθ - ϕRe = [ϕbθ - ϕTM] + [ϕTM - ϕRe]. We then define
Δϕ = Δϕa + Δϕb with a) Δϕa = ϕbθ - ϕTM, the phase difference between the plasma response and the

TM phase oscillation and b) Δϕb = ϕTM - ϕRe, the phase difference between the TM phase oscillation
and the real part of RRMP. Δϕa is either 0o or 180o, depending on the sign of the local poloidal
gradient of bθ2/1 and Te (Fig. 10, Fig. 14(b) and Fig. 16(b)). Hence Δϕa will determine the waveform
of the poloidal distribution of Δϕ, especially, the locations of the phase jump which coincide with the
O- and X- points of the TM. Δϕb is the same for all poloidal and toroidal locations, hence it
determines the vertical shift of the poloidal distribution of Δϕ. ϕRe is defined by describing the real
part of RRMP as bRRMPRe = bRRMP×sin[2πfRRMPt + ϕRe(fRRMP)]. Note that bRRMPRe = bRRMP×sin[ξRRMP(t)
+ 90o], hence ϕRe(fRRMP) = ξRRMP(t) + 90o - 2πfRRMPt = ξRRMP(t0) + 90o, where t0 is the beginning of
those sets of time durations used for calculating ϕTM(fRRMP). Fig. 18 displays the dependence of Δϕb
on ξTMave for the case shown in Fig. 12. It is clearly shown that Δϕb varies significantly with ξTMave.
The LM phases of the two cases compared in Fig. 7(b) have a difference of ΔξLM = 2ΔθLM = 135o,
which contributes to a large difference of Δϕb and hence leads to the observation that Δϕ couldn’t
match between these two discharges after shifting the waveform by ΔθLM.

Fig. 18
difference

The dependence of the phase
between

the

TM

phase

oscillation and the real part of RRMP, Δϕb
= ϕTM - ϕRe, on the averaged TM phase,
ξTMave, for the case shown in Fig. 12.

It is still unclear why the plasma response measured by bθ perturbation in case 1 was larger than
that of case 2 (Fig. 9 (a)). According to Eq. (8) and the modelling result shown in Fig. 15, δbθmax =
bθ2/1(ξO-point)×δξTM, with bθ2/1(ξO-point) the bθ2/1 at the O-point. The locked TMs in case 1 were smaller
than that of case 2, hence bθ2/1(ξO-point) was smaller in case 1. δξTM could be affected by the slow
RMPs, the RRMP, the island width and the island phase, so it is very complicated. Fig. 13 shows
numerically that δξTM varies at different TM phases while keeping the RRMP constant. If δξTM were
much larger in case 1 than in case 2, the bθ perturbation could be larger in case 1. Since δξTM couldn’t
be measured experimentally yet, this assumption remains to be demonstrated in the future.
The locked TMs were maintained at small sizes to avoid disruptions, and no minor disruptions
were observed in the discharges related to this paper. Hence the width of the locked TM might not be

large enough to induce secondary structures as predicted by the theory [55]. Besides, the spatial
resolution of the ECE measurement in J-TEXT is not high enough to identify the possible appearance
of the secondary structures [34]. The attempt to observe the secondary structure will only be possible
with the ECEI system [56] and a larger island. Hence it is supposed that the standing wave like
plasma response should not be related to the secondary structures.
6.3 Discussion on possible applications
This paper provides a further validation of the present theory. Almost all of the experimental
features of the standing wave like plasma response, which have not been described before, are
reproduced by the nonlinear numerical modelling and the phenomenological model. These results
advance the understanding in the unlocking process of the LM by RRMP in J-TEXT [35]. It is shown
that δξTM increases with the RRMP. Further increasing the RRMP amplitude in the modelling, δξTM
exceeds a critical value, then the TM is unlocked from the slow RMPs and is locked to the RRMP. To
improve the efficiency of unlocking the LM by using RRMP, it will be necessary to investigate how
to increase δξTM both numerically and experimentally. Further study is still needed for predicting the
thresholds of LM unlocking, in order to avoid the LM disruption for a fusion reactor.
This work provides an alternative method, as a supplement to LMDs, to identify the presence of a
locked island and to measure the internal properties of this locked island. It is challenging to identify
the formation of a small locked island, e.g. the locked island induced at the pedestal top which is
proposed to explain the ELM suppression by external MP field in DIII-D [ 57 ]. The
non-axisymmetric br measured by LMD could be due to either the formation of a small locked island
or other kinds of plasma responses, e.g. resonant field amplification (RFA) [58, 59], kink mode [60],
kink-ballooning or kink-peeling modes [61], etc. By superimposing a small fast rotating RMP field
on the flattop of the static RMP field, the phase of the locked island could be forced to oscillate if it
does exist. This would lead to a standing wave like feature of the magnetic perturbations which could
be easily measured by Mirnov probes, and perhaps even from the Te and ne measurements. This
unique feature is a direct evidence that a locked island exists.
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